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LOL bc i love ivan and Sloan ) It has been an eternity since i was capable of reading a book in one
sitting and this book just totally consumed me all night until I finished it Sophie never fails to make
me excited and enamored with her powerful couples and passionate love stories. It is literally my
dream to find a love like this a love where you look at the other person and immediately know no one
would understand and respect you as much as them. There was a scene at about the 35% mark
(when he catches her trying to kill him and employs some very questionable methods of
interrogation) where I thought everything was gonna go down the drain and the book was gonna be
ruined for me. I genuinely think that 90% of the romance books with such scenes don’t need them
adding them in feels almost perfunctory at this point and in most cases it ruins the book for me no
matter how good the rest of the story is. That being said this wasn’t bad it kinda worked in that
scenario but only because Sloan was such a badass and I truly felt like no one and I mean no one can
make her bend to their will or make her do anything she doesn’t want to do. I think if you write your
male characters well enough - that dominant energy that many authors try to write will be obvious in
the personality actions and words of the male MC and therefore there will be no need to cheap
tricks. I'm so obsessed with this book and can't wait to pick up Snow next!! Romance Crime
Suspense But why did this have to end???? I could’ve easily read several hundred pages more. 5
⭐️Who allowed a mafia romance to be this cute??! I mean I'd also like my assassination plan to fail
and for me to get caught only to be treated like a hotel guest instead of a prisoner �� Romance
Crime Suspense Reread just because. Hmmmmm let me give this one a shot! I knew I would have to
skim over many violent scenes (and Yep that happened - a lot!) but the chemistry between Ivan and
Sloane was there almost from the very beginning. At the end of the story Ivan still has to come to
Sloane's rescue but that last scene where she collaborates with him over her rescue was priceless -
and shocking!In summary Sophie Lark writes intelligent action/thriller/romance novels, She lives
with her husband two boys and baby girl in the Rocky Mountain West. She has a slight obsession
with hiking bodybuilding and live comedy shows: Her perfect day would be taking the kids to Harry
Potter World going dancing with Mr: Lark then relaxing with a good book and a monster bag of salt
and vinegar chips: She lives with her husband two boys and baby girl in the Rocky Mountain West,
She has a slight obsession with hiking bodybuilding and live comedy shows, Her perfect day would
be taking the kids to Harry Potter World going dancing with Mr: Lark then relaxing with a good
book and a monster bag of salt and vinegar chips, This book is very quick so they fall for each other
quickly but when Ivan and sloan meet it is obvious to both of them that they are each other’s equals:
No miscommunication because Sophie never does that and just pure intelligent mafia scheming and
passionate love, If it had been slightly longer and perhaps had a more complicated storyline it could
have been an easy 5 stars, The best part about it is that there weren’t any cliches. I loved how we
got introduced to the main characters separately and they both were pretty great. Sloan was what I
wish most heroines would be truly a strong intelligent and focused person, And Ivan he was the boss
but not in all aspects of his life there was a good balance and no power plays beyond the stuff that
happened when they met. It was such an equal and healthy relationship that I’m actually surprised.
It almost felt like she was playing the game because she enjoyed it: But like I said this is a one in a
million scenario for me: Usually these scenes do not fit in - and I would absolutely love it if authors
didn’t feel like they need to put one in their story. Back to this book: I loved it and I can’t wait to
read the next one, My only complaint is that I would have loved for this to be longer, Sloane is an
assassin and she gets the job of a lifetime; kill a huge mafia leader: She doesn't expect to be
captured when she's moments away from killing her target, Ivan is intrigued by the woman who



managed to come closer than anyone else to killing him: He keeps her locked in her basement and
the two quickly realize they have an undeniable chemistry: I absolutely loved their dynamics and
how they slowly just trusted each other even though they knew they shouldn't. There was a lot of
action and danger in this book and the romance was just so good: Ivan and Sloane were a dream
team! Romance Crime Suspense I freaking LOVED this. Our heroine is a gritty self made assassin
who falls in love with the Mafia boss she's hired to hit? LOVED IT. I captured her and now she
belongs to me… “Ivan” is a dark and dominating mafia romance Book 1 in the Underworld series.
It’s a stand-alone novel full of intrigue danger and sexy bedroom scenes: Contains spanking so if
such material offends you do not read. Ivan (Underworld #1)This was slightly goofy but gave big
Jessica Gadziala vibes so I had a great time: I didn't know what to expect after loving the Brutal
Birthright series so much but this was an amazing beginning: It went my too fast for me but Sloane
and Ivan were so endearing. Their immediate recognition of a like soul and the connection they find
in a strange situation: Romance Crime Suspense My thanks to BookSirens the author and publisher
for an ARC of this novel in exchange for an honest review, A paid assassin is caught by a leading
Bratva member while she attempted to kill him, He had a begrudging respect for a woman who
could breach his security system and make it this close to killing him: Ivan doesn't torture the truth
out of Sloane in the conventional manner: I highly recommend this one - I had to finish it in one
sitting! I'm rating this one a 4: Romance Crime Suspense quick hot mafia read! She comes to kill him
he takes her captive they fall in love: What more could you ask for?! This is a little instalove with a
dash of thrill! Really enjoyed it would be a good mafia palate cleanser. {site_link} (Edit making this
4. Yes. Romance Crime Suspense 4 stars I loved this book. I don’t enjoy unnecessary ”domination
and punishment” scenes. Romance Crime Suspense UMM HELLO I AM OBSESSED. HOW WAS
THIS BOOK SO AMAZING. Gahhhhh. She knows it'll be dangerous but she needs the money. I loved
the romance. The plot it was well-paced well-written well developed. I wouldn’t change a thing.
Except make it longer. Romance Crime Suspense She Tried To Kill Me. She crept into my room with
a syringe full of poison. Now she’s my prisoner. She refuses to tell me who sent her or why. But I’ll
get every last secret out of her. Through pleasure or through punishment. Romance Crime Suspense
4.Did I bump it up to 5 stars? Yes I did.Would I die for Sloane and Ivan? Yes. Yes I would.5 Stars3.5
on the spice scale.******************This was a great start to the series for me. I was enthralled.I
can't wait to read more.I normally don't read gangster/mafia/bratva based stories. Sorry but
criminals are not romantic to me AT ALL. However the blurb for this one captured my interest. I'll
let you get there yourself.25 out of 5. Romance Crime Suspense

.


